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Start your vegan journey
with Dawn
Start your vegan journey
Create your own vegan bakery range with our full ingredient
with
Dawn
assortment,
from mixes to icings, glazes and toppings. Or choose
our new vegan frozen offer for ultimate convenience.
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our new vegan frozen offer for ultimate convenience.
With Dawn you can delight your customers with these indulgent
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We’re All In This Together.
The past few months have been some of the most challenging that many
people and many business owners have ever faced. Whether your bakery
has been in business for 100 years or you are preparing for the grand
opening of your first location, the global pandemic has not been easy.
As a baker, you’ve been balancing the demands of your personal and
professional lives, making difficult decisions about your operations, and
even changing the way you do business. While our industry has been
forced to make changes, what has not changed is the passion you have
for what you do.
Now, more than ever, you’re bringing communities together. Your
donuts, cakes, cookies and more have brought smiles to your customers
and to frontline workers. Your commitment to community is incredible
and is shared by all of us at Dawn.
They say challenging times test what you’re made of and test the values
you hold dear. I am inspired by your spirit and resilience. From finding new
ways to provide delicious products with collection and online ordering,
to creating new ways for people to celebrate graduations, weddings and
more, bakeries continue to be at the heart of communities.
As we continue to navigate the new normal, our number one priority
continues to be the safety and well-being of our Team Members and of you,
our customers. For months now we have enacted industry leading health
and safety protocols and our Team Members continue to be trained on
our company’s guidelines and safety practices. We take our responsibility
to provide safe, high-quality ingredients seriously, and we will never
compromise on quality, taste or product performance.
Dawn is committed to providing you with the support, expertise,
innovation and inspiration to help your business thrive. Thank you for
your partnership.

Graphic Designers
Stephen Salyer
Carolyn Lange
Senior Applications Chef
Melissa Trimmer
Assistant Applications Chef
Danielle Ramsey
Batter Up is the ultimate business resource for
artisanal bakers, featuring actionable advice for
meeting the bottom line, inspiring ideas for wowing
customers and guidance on harnessing the latest
trends in the bakery industry. Issued quarterly the
magazine is a Dawn Foods publication produced by
Dawn Foods, 3333 Sargent Rd., Jackson, MI 49201;
1-800-248-1144. All rights reserved. © 2020
Dawn Foods - Global bakery manufacturer and
ingredients supplier Dawn Foods has established
itself as the premier bakery service provider,
inspiring bakery success every day. Committed to
delighting its customers around the world, Dawn
Foods delivers the partnership, insights, innovations,
products and bakery expertise that empowers
them to achieve their aspirations. Headquartered
in Jackson, Michigan, Dawn Foods partners with
more than 40,000 artisanal and retail bakers,
foodservice leaders and manufacturers located
in more than 100 countries and has 4,000 Team
Members globally. For 100 years, Dawn Foods has
been a trusted advisor to its customers, helping drive
their business forward. For more information about
the company, its products and culture, please visit
www.dawnfoods.com/uk

Sincerely,

Carrie Jones-Barber
CEO
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Packaging as Protection:

BY THE
NUMBERS

Bakeries are Rethinking How
to Box Up Baked Goods
Today, packaging does more than protect
delicate baked goods from damage. Now, it’s
also protecting against the risks of COVID-19.

Pre-packaged and individually packaged
products are most attractive to consumers.

SHOWCASE SAFETY
Be sure to showcase packaging front and centre to help
minimise health concerns.

Nearly

HALF

of surveyed consumers indicated the
message they’re most interested in is
about the “measures you are taking
to ensure food safety.”

How safe do you think the following beverages/packages
will be once shelter-in-place restrictions have lifted?
Very
Safe

Somewhat
Safe

Not
Safe

64%

31%

4%

Pre-packaged
beverages

63%

33%

4%

Sealed single-serve
individual package

22%

43%

fountain
36% Self-serve
beverages

REMOVE REUSABLE
If you offer beverages and have encouraged consumers
to use reusable cups or mugs as well as bring in their
own bags, now is the time to put these on the shelf,
opting for single use options.

INCREASE YOUR OPTIONS
Consumers expect packaging that
fully encloses their purchase.
Look at packaging for all order sizes, from
single serve to baked goods in a bundle.

More than

60%

of consumers feel very
safe with single serve
packaging.

56%
of bakery
consumers
feel that bakery
cases are not safe

Datassentials
One Table 2020
Consumer Report May 2020
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IN
THE MIX

Communication is Key
Communicate your bakery’s social distancing efforts to build consumer confidence.
As your bakery reopens, it is important to deliver a great customer experience and delicious
baked goods while also presenting a clean and safe environment. In fact, 50% of consumers said
they will choose a restaurant that is clean and sanitary when selecting a restaurant to visit after
the time of COVID-19 (Source: Datassentials). Below we have answered popular questions around
sanitisation and communicating your bakery’s social distancing efforts.
Q: What are best practices for social distancing and sanitising?
A: A sanitised bakery keeps your customers safe while ordering sweet baked
goods. Create a sanitising schedule for all high touch point areas like
counters, door handles and computers - try using a checklist like this one
on www.dawnfoods.com/uk/covid-19. Customers should remain 1m-plus
apart at all times. This includes dining in, shopping and checking out.
*Remember to check the official government guidelines
on a regular basis.
Q: How can I build consumer confidence in my bakery
products?
A: Consumers feel safer when they can see restaurants are taking
precautions like spacing out tables and wearing gloves and masks
(Source: Datassentials). Also offer baked goods that are pre-packaged to
grab-and-go like individual pieces of cake and boxes of donuts.
Q: What communication tools should I be using for
social distancing at my bakery?
A: Add posters, door signage, and table tents to your
bakery to let your customers know about your efforts to
keep a sanitised and safe operation. Also add floor stickers
and posters reminding customers to keep their distance and
remain 1m-plus apart. Don’t forget to share on your social
media channels to let your customers know that you are
keeping their safety top priority. Go to www.dawnfoods.com/
uk/covid-19 to download our social distancing toolkit.
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MIX

TRENDSPOTTING

CRAVINGS FOR

Cookies
COVID-19 is impacting everything from how bakers sell to how
consumers shop. Whilst bakers have worked to pivot and uncover
strategies for smart selling, new trends emerged that shine a light
on what consumers crave, order, and order again.
One bakery product that’s trending throughout Europe is
cookies.
While in quarantine, families are baking cookies at home to
bond and enjoy treats together. In fact, there has been more than
100 percent increase in online searches for cookie recipes (Source:
Google Trends). As quarantine comes to an end, cookies are perfect
for an on the go indulgence that’s less filling and ideal when paired
with coffee. They also hold up well during delivery, making them a
low-cost, low risk option for consumers who want treats brought
straight to their doorstep.
Traditional flavours are also on an upswing, with favourites
like milk chocolate, chocolate chunk and chocolate chip increasing in popularity. Now is the time for bakeries to take advantage
of the trend and consider a cookie mix for your bakery range.
**44% of European consumers will order food online more often
than before the crisis, with <2% claiming to order less (Source: NPD Crest)
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Cookie Flavours IN EUROPE

INCEPTION ADOPTION EXPANSION MATURITY

Coffee
Orange
Anise
BananaToffee
Coffee
Orange
Raspberry
Red Velvet
S'more

Apple
Almond
Brookie
Coconut
Cherry
Cranberry
Orange
Pistachio
Peanut
Butter
Pumpkin

Lemon
Raspberry

Coconut
Pumpkin

Cinnamon
Hazelnut
Lemon
Oatmeal
Raisin
Raspberry
Salted
Caramel
Walnut

Vanilla
Chocolate
Chip
Dark
Chocolate
Triple
Chocolate
White
Chocolate

Vanilla
Chocolate

“We've found people love our assorted boxes when there is an
event and our cookie dough sells really well when people want
to treat themselves and have a few cookies here and there. We
will definitely continue to focus on both product offerings.”
Amanda Bingham, Summer-Friday Bakery, Amsterdam

THE NEW
NORMAL

Advice for Safe, Profitable
Bakery Operations
Bakeries around the world have faced unprecedented challenges in recent months
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
When social distancing, quarantine and other mandates were announced nationally,
regionally and locally, bakeries of all sizes found smart, creative ways to safely serve
customers and maintain business. Many of these have revolved around fulfilling changing
consumer needs, from transparency into safety practices to offering delivery to creating
new menu offerings, all while maintaining the level of service and customer appreciation
people expect and depend on from their favourite bakeries.
As bakeries continue to reopen and adapt to the new normal, they can draw inspiration from these innovative, customer-first measures.
8
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Emphasising Informed Bakery Practices
While bakeries have long been held to strict health and
sanitisation practices by local legislation, many are logging more cleaning efforts. These include wiping and
sanitising counters, doorknobs and other surfaces each
hour, deep-cleaning equipment and cleaning shelving
units more frequently.
Wearing masks and gloves to prevent germs being
spread through droplets and food handling has also
become more standard—and will likely continue to be,
according to Melissa Trimmer, Senior Bakery Application Chef at Dawn Foods, who is a certified instructor
and registered examination proctor through the National
Restaurant Association’s ServSafe food safety training
program in the USA.
Bakeries are taking many precautions in the kitchen,
but gloves are one that customers see and pay extra attention to. “Customer perception is [food preparation] isn’t
clean unless [employees] have gloves,” Trimmer says.
Gloves have to be used correctly, though, to be effective. “If a food handler takes money and turns around and
touches food, they’ve just cross-contaminated it,” Trimmer says. Employees need to be mindful of what surfaces
they come in contact with, change gloves frequently and
wash and sanitise their hands before putting on a new pair.
Trimmer suggests bakeries that are experiencing slowdowns should review cleaning and sanitisation standards
and become certified in food safety practices.
“Just having that basic understanding of food safety
is so important,” she says. “I’d encourage them to use the
time not just to get updated on sanitisation, but to pick
up extra courses.

Reaching Homeworkers
Through Delivery

Increasing Value and
Embracing Indulgence

For some homeworkers, leaving the “office” isn’t
easy but that doesn’t mean they wouldn’t love a
delicious cookie or cake (or both) at their desk to
get them through a heavy work day. Set up a delivery option to meet their needs and boost your
customer base. This could be done independently
- just sticking to a small, local radius for ease - or
use online delivery platforms to take the logistics
off your hands.

In the current climate, with many people feeling
the financial burn, it’s important to offer your
customers increased value. That doesn’t necessarily mean lower prices - in fact, value seekers often
end up spending more - it means adding value to
their experience with you and creating accessible
indulgences.
The desire to treat ourselves doesn’t stop in a
pandemic or during recessions. But with money
tight, consumers are going to be foregoing fine
dining for more fiscally responsible moments to
connect with friends, like over coffee and a pastry.
Maximise on this by becoming a social hub where
people enjoy indulging themselves guilt-free. You
could also make the most of the community spirit
felt during corona by hosting community gatherings
- creating more personal connections in the process.
To increase financial value, bundle deals are the
way to go. More than 40% of consumers drink a
beverage with their pastry so a discount deal to
prompt them is win, win. (Source: NPD Crest)

Making Things Personal
to Boost Loyalty
Do you know your customers by name? Can
you remember your regulars’ favourite orders?
Making the effort to create personal connections
with your customers will pay off. Consumers are
willing to pay over 15% more for a personalised
service. (Source: FMCG Guru) Keep a notepad
behind the counter to jot down small details so
you can start a thoughtful conversation with
regular customers next time they come by. Doing
so will make them feel known, valued and more
loyal to you.
The personal touch also applies to products.
73% of consumers want some type of personalisation (Source: Globaldata) so enable customisation
on certain menu items, such as choices of donut
toppings or different sides to pair with tarts or pies.

Making Downsized Celebrations Just
as Memorable
While legislation varies, current guidelines in
various countries and regions still forbid large
gatherings, which means customers haven’t been
ordering the sizeable sheet, tier and other cakes
they’d serve at them.

SMALLER PORTIONS,
TRADITIONAL FAVOURITES,
INDIVIDUAL PACKAGING
- ALL OF THESE ARE SMART
IDEAS FOR SELLING.
Though large events are being rescheduled or
cancelled, milestones are still being achieved and
celebrations are still happening, just on a smaller
scale. "Birthdays, baby showers and celebration
events are still going to happen. Don’t let the celebration pass your customers by! Offer and heavily promote celebration cakes and desserts that are
right-sized for a smaller crowd. People are now
rather looking at individual portions, packaged for
those kind of events, rather than full cakes or pies.
Single serving treats where customers can buy one
or 12 make the most sense in these times, to be able
to adapt to the new circumstances.

Adjusting to the New Normal
Although bakeries have faced a series of daunting
challenges in recent months, many have been able
to address the new public health requirements,
offer a convenient and enjoyable ordering experience, ultimately continuing to serve their customers with both everyday baked goods and desserts
that help make special occasions memorable.
While it may be some time before bakery seating
areas and long lines replace social distancing, takeout and delivery, bakeries, in some ways, were better
positioned to handle the initial changes compared
to other businesses. Bakeries may also have an easier
time tackling any future COVID-related needs,
according to Trimmer.
“Bakeries often are takeaway; some don't have
seating areas. A lot of people will keep buying items.
They’re uniquely set up to continue going.”
For more advice on sustaining and growing your
business, read our tips for reopening bakeries: go to
www.dawnfoods.com/uk/covid-19.
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SAVVY SOCIAL MEDIA
STRATEGIES IN THE
AGE OF COVID-19
photo provided by freepik.com

Whether you consider
yourself a social media
expert or are just starting to
think about activating social
accounts for your bakery,
now is the time to ramp up
your online presence. This can
feel daunting given the daily
shifts businesses are being
required to make as COVID-19
impacts the world, but there
are important reasons that
social media matters now
more than ever.
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1. Keep Up with the Pace of Change
Given that dynamics and restrictions are changing almost hourly, people are turning to digital
communications for the latest information. The very format of social media makes it ideal as
a top source of content – you can update frequently, adapt to the latest news, and push it out
in real time with little to no financial investment. Start to communicate frequently to build a
loyal audience who will start to turn to you for content.

2. Answer the Questions Your Customers Have
In the COVID-19 climate, everyone has questions. Social media allows you to answer them
and reinforce what matters most to your community. For instance, the latest research indicates
that consumers are most concerned about cleanliness when selecting where to go for carry
out, even more so than cost, taste, or location. (Datassential – COVID-19, Report 3, March 18,
2020) Understanding what is on the minds of your customers and directly addressing those
concerns in your messaging allows you to play a vital role in these trying times.

3. Provide a Break for Weary Minds
Once you’ve answered the important questions and
provided key business information, you can also use
social media to inspire your customers and help them
escape the constant news cycle. Posts featuring beautiful baked goods and "how-to" videos help people connect through baking, which is more important than
ever. You can also promote the new products you’re
offering in the carry-out culture, like decorate at home
cookie kits or frozen cinnamon rolls consumers can
bake and ice.

5 STEPS
TO ...

BRINGING
CUSTOMERS BACK
TO YOUR BAKERY
Bakeries are adapting to the new normal
of today – balancing social distancing
best practices with maximising sales
and operations. To ensure your bakery
is doing all you can to bring consumers
through your doors, use these five
simple steps for success:

Delight with
Delivery
No-touch is the way to go. Be sure to
incorporate multiple options for getting
your baked goods into the hands of
your customers. Things like collection,
delivery through partners and offering
your own delivery service are surefire
ways to boost sales.

Prioritise Your
Packaging
Packaging matters now more
than ever. Be sure to select
strategic packaging options
that not only provide a safe
barrier for consumers but
also communicate various
product sizes. Smaller cakes,
single serve options, kits for
families – there are really no
wrong options for quarantine. By offering
choices from single serve to family
size, you can cover the bases and bring
customers into your bakery.

Invest in
Signage
Consumers want to know what you’re doing
to keep them safe. Invest in signs for your
bakery that communicate how you’re social
distancing and adapting your operations to
today’s times. From detailing employee health
protocols to explaining your reconfigured
dining area, share what you’re doing front
and centre.

Operate Smart
Go with Gift
Cards
Consumers are purchasing gift cards now
more than ever to help support local
businesses and to give options for safe,
distanced payment. Consider gift cards for
specific amounts or for fun promotions, like
a Back to School Baked Goods Bundle. The
creativity is up to you.

While the front of the house
is critical to creating the right
environment, the back of your
house is just as important. Focus
on optimising staff by baking on
specified days and freezing product for
use throughout the week. Also consider
your recipe rotation, concentrating on
traditional favourites that keep customers
returning and give them a sense of
comfort. Things like donuts, chocolate
cakes, cinnamon rolls, and chocolate chip
cookies are sure bets.

graphics provided by freepik.com
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1 MIX - GREAT
VERSATILITY

MIX IT UP
Mix up your menu with Dawn Crème Cake
mixes. Create a variety of desserts like
sheet cakes, loaf cakes and even muffins
by using just one mix!
Their tolerance and ease of use mean a
great result every time, even for unskilled
staff. And because they suspend inclusions
and combine with other ingredients well,
their potential is endless. Available in plain
and chocolate.

CONSUMER BENEFITS:
• Moist and delicious taste
• Sustainable ingredients

INGREDIENT BENEFITS:
• Natural colour and flavour
• Palm oil free
• Salt compliance 2017
• Premium Chocolate Crème Cake with
certified sustainable chocolate powder
• Halal certified

APPLICATION BENEFITS:
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• Great batter strength
• Good volume
• Holds shape well
• Stable for carrying inclusions and fillings
• Multipurpose use

